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Abstract. We introduce and study the notion of a chain group of homeomorphisms of a one-manifold, which is a certain generalization of Thompson’s group
F. The resulting class of groups exhibits a combination of uniformity and diversity. On the one hand, a chain group either has a simple commutator subgroup or
the action of the group has a wandering interval. In the latter case, the chain group
admits a canonical quotient which is also a chain group, and which has a simple commutator subgroup. On the other hand, every finitely generated subgroup
of Homeo` pIq can be realized as a subgroup of a chain group. As a corollary,
we show that there are uncountably many isomorphism types of chain groups, as
well as uncountably many isomorphism types of countable simple subgroups of
Homeo` pIq. We consider the restrictions on chain groups imposed by actions of
various regularities, and show that there are uncountably many isomorphism types
of 3–chain groups which cannot be realized by C 2 diffeomorphisms, as well as uncountably many isomorphism types of 6–chain groups which cannot be realized
by C 1 diffeomorphisms. As a corollary, we obtain uncountably many isomorphism
types of simple subgroups of Homeo` pIq which admit no nontrivial C 1 actions on
the interval. Finally, we show that if a chain group acts minimally on the interval,
then it does so uniquely up to topological conjugacy.

1. Introduction
In this paper, we introduce and study the notion of a chain group of homeomorphism of a connected one–manifold. A chain group can be viewed as a generalization of Thompson’s group F which sits inside of the group of homeomorphisms of
the manifold in a particularly nice way.
We denote by Homeo` pRq the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms
on R. The support of f P Homeo` pRq is the set of x P R such that f pxq ‰ x. The
support of a group G ď Homeo` pRq is defined as the union of the supports of all the
elements in G. For an interval J Ď R, let us denote the left– and the right–endpoints
of J by B ´ J and B ` J, respectively.
Suppose J “ tJ1 , . . . , Jn u is a collection of nonempty open subintervals of R.
We call J a chain of intervals (or an n–chain of intervals if the cardinality of J
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is important) if Ji X Jk “ ∅ if |i ´ k| ą 1, and if Ji X Ji`1 is a proper nonempty
subinterval of Ji and Ji`1 for 1 ď i ď n ´ 1. See Figure 1.
J1

J2

J3

Figure 1. A chain of three intervals.
Setting 1.1. We let n ě 2 and let J “ tJ1 , . . . , Jn u be a chain of intervals such
that B ´ Ji ă B ´ Ji`1 for each i ă n. We consider a collection of homeomorphisms
F “ t f1 , . . . , fn u such that supp fi “ Ji and such that fi ptq ě t for each t P R. We
set GF “ xF y ď Homeo` pRq.
We call the group G “ GF a prechain group. We say that G is a chain group
(sometimes n–chain group) if, moreover, the group x fi , fi`1 y is isomorphic to Thompson’s group F for each i “ 1, 2, . . . , n ´ 1. Whereas this definition may seem rather
unmotivated, part of the purpose of this article is to convince the reader that chain
groups are natural objects.
In this paper, we will consider chain groups as both abstract groups and as groups
with a distinguished finite generating set F as above. Whenever we mention “the
generators” of a chain group, we always mean the distinguished generating set F
which realizes the group as a chain group of homeomorphisms.
1.1. Main results. Elements of the class of chain groups enjoy many properties
which are mostly independent of the choices of the homeomorphisms generating
them, and at the same time can be very diverse. Moreover, chain groups are abundant in one–dimensional dynamics. Our first result establishes the naturality of
chain groups:
Theorem 1.1. If G is a prechain group as in Setting 1.1, then the group
G N :“ x f N | f P F y ď Homeo` pRq
is a chain group for all sufficiently large N.
In Theorem 1.1 and throughout this paper, N a sufficiently large exponent means
that N is larger than some natural number which depends on the particular generators of the chain group.
Choosing a two–chain group whose generators are C 8 diffeomorphisms of R, we
obtain the following immediate corollary, which is a complement to (and an at least
partial recovery of) a result of Ghys–Sergiescu [18]:
Corollary 1.2. Thompson’s group F can be realized as a subgroup of Diff 8 pIq, the
group of C 8 orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of the interval.
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Let M be a one–manifold. We say G ď Homeo` pMq is minimal if every orbit is
dense in supp G “ YgPG supp g. General chain groups have remarkably uncomplicated normal subgroup structure, in relation to their dynamical features:
Theorem 1.3. For an n–chain group G, exactly one of the following holds:
(i) The action of G is minimal; in this case, every proper quotient of G is abelian
and the commutator subgroup G1 ď G is simple;
(ii) The closure of some G–orbit is perfect and totally disconnected; in this case,
G canonically surjects onto an n–chain group that acts minimally.
A general chain group may fail to have a simple commutator subgroup (Proposition 4.8).
Every finitely generated subgroup of Homeo` pRq embeds into a minimal chain
group, so that the subgroup structure of chain groups can be extremely complicated:
Theorem 1.4. Let G “ x f1 , f2 , . . . , fn y ď Homeo` pRq for some n ě 2.
(1) Then G embeds into an pn ` 2q–chain group.
(2) If supp f1 has finitely many components, then G embeds into an pn ` 1q–
chain group.
The notion of rank of a chain group is somewhat subtle. Indeed, the next proposition shows that a given n–chain group not only contains m–chain groups for all m,
but is in fact isomorphic to an m–chain group for all m ě n:
Proposition 1.5. For m ě n ě 2, each n–chain group is isomorphic to some m–
chain group.
Thus, we are led to define the rank of an n–chain group G to be the minimal n
for which G is isomorphic to an n–chain group. In light of Proposition 1.5, it is not
clear if there exist chain groups of all ranks, though there in fact are:
Proposition 1.6. For all integers 2 ď k ď n, there exists an n–chain group Gk such
that H1 pGk , Zq – Zk .
Clearly an n–chain group whose abelianization is isomorphic to Zn cannot have
rank less than n.
Throughout this paper, we will say that a group is infinitely presented if it is not
finitely presentable. Theorem 1.4 has several consequences which we note here. By
definition, there is only one isomorphism type of 2–chain groups. This is in stark
contrast to the case n ě 3, where there exist uncountably many isomorphism types
of n–chain groups. More precisely, we have the following:
Theorem 1.7. Let n ě 3. Then there exists an uncountable set G of infinitely
presented n–chain groups with simple commutator subgroups such that G1 fl H 1 for
all distinct G, H P G .
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In the case n “ 3, Thereom 1.7 answers a question posed to the authors by J.
McCammond. We deduce the following:
Corollary 1.8. For every one–manifold M, there exist uncountably many isomorphism types of countable simple subgroups of Homeo` pMq. These simple groups
can be realized as the commutator subgroups of 3–chain groups.
Specializing to the interval, we will deduce the following:
Corollary 1.9. There exist uncountably many isomorphism types of countable simple subgroups of Homeo` pIq which admit no nontrivial C 1 action on I.
The simple subgroups in Corollary 1.8 will necessarily be infinitely generated.
We remark that it is not difficult to establish Corollary 1.8 for general n–manifolds,
though we will not require such a statement here.
Theorem 1.7 and its corollaries above show that chain groups can be very diverse.
However, chain groups exhibit a remarkable phenomenon called stabilization (see
Section 3 for precise definitions and discussion). We have the following results,
which show that chain groups groups acquire certain stable isomorphism types:
Proposition 1.10. Let G “ GF be an n–chain group for n ě 2. Then for all
sufficiently large N, the group G N “ x f N | f P F y is isomorphic to the Higman–
Thompson group Fn .
The Higman–Thompson groups tFn uně2 are defined and discussed in Subsection
2.1 below. We remark that Proposition 1.10 was observed independently (and in a
different context) by Bleak–Brin–Kassabov–Moore–Zaremsky [5].
Finally, we show that chain groups are more or less uniquely realized as groups of
homeomorphisms of the interval. We will say that a chain group G ă Homeo` pIq
acts minimally if for all x P p0, 1q, we have that the orbit G.x is dense in I.
Theorem 1.11. Let α, β : G Ñ Homeo` pIq be two actions of a chain group G which
are minimal. Then there exists a homeomorphism h : I Ñ I such that for all g P G
and x P I, we have
αpgq.x “ h ˝ βpgq ˝ h´1 pxq.
It is essential to note that Theorem 1.11 applies only to chain group actions
as chain groups, and not as abstract groups. Two abstract minimal actions of
a chain group are topologically conjugate provided they are both locally dense.
See Section 6. Theorem 1.11 was already known in several contexts, such as for
Thompson’s group itself and more generally for the Higman–Thompson groups
(cf. [18, 5]).
1.2. Notes and references.
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1.2.1. Motivations. The original motivation for studying chain groups comes from
the first and second authors’ joint work with Baik [1] (cf. [25]) which studied rightangled Artin subgroups of Diff 2 pS 1 q. If G “ GF ă Homeo` pIq is a prechain
group, then one can form a graph whose vertices are elements of F , and where
an edge is drawn between two vertices if the supports are disjoint. The graph one
obtains this way is an anti–path, i.e. a graph whose complement is a path. In
light of general stabilization results for subgroups generated by “sufficiently high
powers” of homeomorphisms or of group elements or of mapping classes as occur
in right-angled Artin group theory and mapping class group theory (see for instance [12, 26, 22, 23, 24]), one might guess that after replacing elements of F by
sufficiently high powers, one would obtain the right-angled Artin group on the corresponding anti–path. It is the somewhat surprising stabilization of a 2–chain group
at the isomorphism type of Thompson’s group F instead of the free group on two
generators that provides the key for systematically approaching the study of chain
groups. Finally, Proposition 1.10 gives the correct analogous general stabilization
of isomorphism type result for general chain groups.
The algebraic structure of 2–prechain groups, which by definition stabilize to
become isomorphic to Thompson’s group F, have been investigated by the second
and third author in [27].

1.2.2. Uncountable families of countable simple groups. Within any natural class
of countable (and especially finitely generated) groups, it is typical to encounter
a countable infinity of isomorphism types, but uncountable infinities of isomorphism types often either cannot be exhibited, or finding them is somewhat nontrivial. Within the class of finitely generated groups, the Neumann groups provide
some of the first examples of an uncountable family of distinct isomorphism types
of two–generated groups. The reader may find a description of the Neumann groups
in Section 5, where we use these groups allow us to find uncountably many isomorphism classes of chain groups.
Uncountable families of simple groups, or more generally groups with a specified property, are also difficult to exhibit in general. Uncountably many distinct
isomorphism types of finitely generated simple groups can be produced as a consequence of variations on [2]. For other related results on uncountable families
of countable groups satisfying various prescribed properties, the reader is directed
to [31, 34, 4, 30, 36, 8, 21, 28], for instance. To the authors’ knowledge, the present
work produces the first examples of uncountable familes of distinct isomorphism
types of countable subgroups of Homeo` pIq, as well as an uncountable families
of distinct isomorphism types of countable simple subgroups of Homeo` pIq (and
more generally of Homeo` pMq for an arbitrary manifold M).
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2. Preliminaries
We gather some well–known facts here which will be useful to us in the sequel.
Throughout this paper, we fix the notations
$
’
if x ď 0,
&x
apxq “ x ` 1 and bpxq “ 2x
if 0 ă x ă 1,
’
% x ` 1 if 1 ď x
and let F “ xa, by ď Homeo` pRq be the standard copy of Thompson’s group F.
2.1. Thompson’s group and Higman–Thompson group. The canonical references for this section are the classical Cannon–Floyd–Parry notes [11] and the contemporary treatment in Burillo’s in–progress book [10].
The group F was originally defined as the group of piecewise linear orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the unit interval with dyadic breakpoints, and
where all slopes are powers of two. With the maps A, B P PL` pIq illustrated in
Figure 2, we can write a presentation
F “ xA, B | rAB´1 , A´k BAk s for k “ 1, 2y.
Using h P PL` pRq in Figure 2 (c), the maps a, b introduced above satisfy
a “ hA´1 h´1 ,

b “ hB´1 h´1 ,

and hence,
F “ xa, b | rb´1 a, ak ba´k s for k “ 1, 2y “ xu, b|ru, pbuqk bpbuq´k s for k “ 1, 2y.
Thompson’s group F has a very diverse array of subgroups. An example of a
finitely generated subgroup of F which is not finitely presented is the lamplighter
group Z o Z. We record this fact for use later in the paper:
Lemma 2.1. Thompson’s group F contains a copy of the lamplighter group Z o Z.
Proof. Pick a compactly supported nontrivial element f P F. Then for all N sufficiently large, it is easy to check that xaN , f y – Z o Z.
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Figure 2. Elements A, B, h of Thompson’s group F.
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The Higman–Thompson groups tFn uně2 are certain generalizations of Thompson’s group F, which first appear in [20] (see also [9], where the notation Fn,1 is
used for Fn ). Their relationship to Thompson’s group F is most evident from the
following well–known presentation, which the reader may find in [10] for instance:
F – xtgi uiPZě0 | ggj i “ g j`1 if 0 ď i ă jy.
The group Fn can be defined by the following infinite presentation:
Fn “ xtgi uiPZě0 | ggj i “ g j`n´1 if 0 ď i ă jy.
Observe that F2 is just Thompson’s group F. The groups tFn uně2 have many remarkable algebraic features, the essential ones of which we record here:
Lemma 2.2. For each n ě 2, the group Fn has a trivial center and a simple commutator subgroup.
It follows that Fn2 “ Fn1 and that every proper quotient of Fn is abelian.
2.2. Higman’s Theorem. The main technical tool we will require to prove Theorem 1.3 is Higman’s Theorem [19]. To properly state this result, consider a group
H acting on a set X. For g P H, we will retain standard notation and write
supp g “ tx P X | gpxq ‰ xu.
Theorem 2.3 (Higman). Let H be a group acting faithfully on a set X, and suppose
that for all triples r, s, t P Hzt1u there is an element u P H such that
psupp r Y supp sq X ptu psupp r Y supp sqq “ ∅.
Then the commutator subgroup H 1 “ rH, Hs is simple.
The following definitions will be useful when Higman’s Theorem is applied.
Definition 2.4. Let X be a topological space, and let H ď HomeopXq.
(1) We say H acts CO-transitively (or, compact–open-transitively) if for each
proper compact subset A Ď X and for each nonempty open subset B Ď X,
there is u P H such that upAq Ď B.
(2) We say H acts locally CO-transitively if for each proper compact subset
A Ď X there exists some point x P X such that for each open neighborhood
B of x there is u P H such that upAq Ď B.
We shall use the following variation of Theorem 2.3; see also [17, 16, 3].
Lemma 2.5. Let X be a non-compact Hausdorff space, and let Homeoc pXq denote
the group of compactly supported homeomorphisms. If H ď Homeoc pXq is COtransitive, then H 1 is simple.
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Proof. In order to apply Higman’s Theorem, we fix r, s, t P Hzt1u. Since X is
Hausdorff, we can choose a nonempty open set B Ď X such that B X tB “ ∅.
Choose a proper compact subset A containing supp r Y supp s. By CO-transitivity,
there is u P H such that uA Ď B. From uA X tuA “ ∅, we see
upsupp r Y supp sq X tupsupp r Y supp sq “ ∅,


as desired in the condition of Higman’s Theorem.
Recall a group action on a topological space is minimal if every orbit is dense.
Lemma 2.6. A minimal, locally CO-transitive group action is CO-transitive.

Proof. Let G be the given group acting on a space X, let A Ď X be proper and
compact, and let B Ď X be open. Suppose x is an accumulation point of the G–orbit
of A, given by the hypothesis. By minimality, we can find an open neighborhood
J of x and an element s P G such that spJq Ď B. Then there is r P G such that
rpAq Ď J and u “ sr is a desired element.

2.3. Left–orderability and subgroups of Homeo` pRq. A left–order on a group
G is a total order ă on G which is left invariant, i.e. for all g, h, k P G we have
h ă k if and only if gh ă gk. A group is left–orderable, if it can be equipped with
some left–order. While orderability is an algebraic property of a group, it has a very
useful dynamical interpretation. The reader may find the following fact as Theorem
2.2.19 of [33] (see also [15]):
Lemma 2.7. Let G be a countable group. We have that G ă Homeo` pRq (equivalently G ă Homeo` pIq) if and only if G is left orderable.
Let A and B be groups equipped with left–orders. A homomorphism f : A Ñ B
is monotone increasing if for every g ă h in A we have f pgq ď f phq. We have the
following well-known fact, whose proof we omit:
Lemma 2.8. Suppose we have a short exact sequence of groups
1

/

N

i

/

G

p

/

Q

/

1.

If N and Q are equipped with left–orders, then there uniquely exists a left–order on
G such that i and p are monotone increasing.
3. Dynamical aspects
3.1. Stabilization. Let us note a dynamical condition that guarantees a prechain
group to be a chain group.
Lemma 3.1 (cf. Section 6). The following are true.
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(1) Suppose the supports of f, g P Homeo` pRq are given by
supp f “ px, zq,

supp g “ py, wq

for some ´8 ď x ă y ă z ă w ď 8. If g f pyq ě z, then x f, gy – F.
(2) If a prechain group G as in Setting 1.1 satisfies
fn ¨ ¨ ¨ f1 psupp f1 z supp f2 q X psupp fn z supp fn´1 q ‰ ∅,
then G is isomorphic to the Higman–Thompson group Fn .
Proof. (1) Note that f and g move points to the right. For k ě 1 we have that
supp f X supppg f qk gpg f q´k “ supp f X pg f qk supp g “ ∅.
So F surjects onto G “ x f, gy. Since every proper quotient of F is abelian and G is
nonabelian, we see F – G.
(2) For 0 ď i ď n ´ 1 and for q ě 0, we define
´1
´1 ´1
hi “ fi`1
¨ ¨ ¨ fn´1
fn ,

q
hi`qpn´1q “ h´q
0 hi h0 ,

so that xh0 , . . . , hn´1 y “ G. By the same idea as in (1), we verify the relations of Fn
in G:
hhj i “ h j`n´1 for 0 ď i ă j.
Since every proper quotient of Fn is abelian, we have G – Fn .

Let G “ GF be a prechain group. We say that G stabilizes if for all N sufficiently
large, the groups tG N “ xt f N | f P F uyu form a single isomorphism class, called
the stable type of G. The following asserts that an n–prechain group stabilizes for
all n ě 2.
Theorem 3.2. For a prechain group GF as in Setting 1.1, the group G N :“ x f N |
f P F y is a chain group isomorphic to Fn , whenever N is sufficiently large.
Proof. Let G “ GF be a prechain group. By replacing the elements of F by
sufficiently high positive or negative powers, we may assume that the dynamical
conditions of Lemma 3.1 hold. The resulting group generated by these powers of
homeomorphisms will therefore be the desired chain group.

For groups H ď G, the normal closure of H in G is denoted as xxHyyG .
Lemma 3.3. For every chain group G, we have ZpGq “ t1u and G2 “ G1 .
Proof. Let G “ GF be a chain group for F “ t f1 , . . . , fn u as in Section 1. We may
assume supp G “ R. If 1 ‰ g P ZpGq, then supp g is G–invariant and accumulates
at ˘8. Since the germ of G at ´8 is x f1 y, we see the restriction of g on p´8, tq
for some t P R coincides with f1k for some k ‰ 0. By the G–invariance, we see
supp g “ R. As supp f1 is xgy–invariant, we have a contradiction.
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The second part of the lemma follows from
r fi , fi`1 s P x fi , fi`1 y1 “ x fi , fi`1 y2 ď G2 E G,
G1 “ xxtr fi , fi`1 s : 1 ď i ă nuyyG ď G2 .



3.2. A dynamical dichotomy. Let G be a group faithfully acting on R. A closed
nonempty G–invariant set Λ Ď R is called a minimal invariant set of G if no proper
nonempty closed subset of Λ is G–invariant. Such a set Λ exists in the case when
G is finitely generated [33], but it may not be unique.
Assume a minimal invariant set Λ of G ď Homeo` pRq exists. We say G is
minimal if Λ “ R. If Λ is perfect and totally disconnected, then Λ is called an
exceptional minimal invariant set.
Let us first note two lemmas on general dichotomy of one–dimensional homeomorphism groups; the proofs are variations of [33, Section 2.1.2], which we omit.
Lemma 3.4. Let G ď Homeo` pRq be a group such that supp G “ R.
(1) If all the G–orbits share a common accumulation point x, then the closure
Λ of Gx is the unique minimal invariant set; furthermore, either Λ “ R or
Λ is exceptional.
(2) If G admits an exceptional minimal invariant set Λ, then there exists a
monotone continuous surjective map h : R Ñ R and a homomorphism
Φ : G Ñ Homeo` pRq such that ΦpGq is minimal and such that hg “ Φpgqh
for each g P G.
Remark 3.5. The group ΦpGq ď Homeo` pRq above is called a minimalization of
G. Note that h maps the closure of each component of RzΛ to a single point. Such
a map h is called the devil’s staircase map.
Lemma 3.6. For a prechain group G as in Setting 1.1, all of the following hold.
(1) There exists x P supp G such that every orbit accumulates at x.
(2) For each g P G and for each compact set A Ď supp G, there exists u P G1
such that the actions of g and u agree as functions on A.
(3) Every G–orbit is a G1 –orbit.
(4) G1 is locally CO-transitive.
Proof. We may assume supp G “ R as usual.
(1) Every orbit accumulates at x “ B ` f1 .
(2) Let us write g “ sk ¨ ¨ ¨ s2 s1 for some si P F YF ´1 . There exist open intervals
J Ď supp f1 and K Ď supp fn such that
B ´ J “ B ´ supp f1 ,

B ` K “ B ` supp fn

and such that for each i P t1, 2, . . . , ku we have si ¨ ¨ ¨ s2 s1 pAq X pJ Y Kq “ ∅. There
exists an hi P G such that hi supp si Ď J Y K. Then the following element has the
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desired properties:
u“

˜
k
ź

¸
´1
g P G1 .
hi s´1
i hi

i“1

(3) This is immediate by applying the part (2) for the case that A is a singleton.
(4) By the part (3), it suffices to show that G is locally CO-transitive. We let
x “ B ` supp f1 . Let us fix a compact set A Ď R and an open neighborhood J of x.
For h “ fn ¨ ¨ ¨ f1 , we can find `, m " 0 such that h´m pAq Ď supp f1 and such that
f1` h´m pAq Ď J.

We have the following dichotomy of chain group actions.
Theorem 3.7. For a chain group G, exactly one of the following holds:
(i) G is minimal; in this case, G1 is simple.
(ii) G admits a unique exceptional minimal invariant set; in this case, G surjects
onto a minimal chain group.
Proof. We may assume supp G “ R. From Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 (1), we have that
either G is minimal or exceptional.
Suppose G is minimal, and write H “ G1 . Lemma 3.6 implies that H is minimal
and CO-transitive. Elements of H have the property that their supports are contained
in compact intervals of R, since the germs of G at ´8 and 8 are abelian quotients
of G. Hence, H consists of compactly supported homeomorphisms of R. Since H
is perfect and nonabelian, Lemma 2.5 implies that H “ H 1 is simple.
Suppose G is exceptional. We use the notation from Setting 1.1 and Lemma 3.4.
The map h is two-to-one or one-to-one at each point in Λ. Since Λ accumulates
at both boundary points of each interval supp fi , the supports of the Φp fi q are the
non-degenerate open intervals hpsupp fi q, which together still form a chain of intervals for i “ 1, 2, . . . , n. Since x fi , fi`1 y has only abelian proper quotients, we
see Φpx fi , fi`1 yq – F. Hence ΦpGq is a chain group which acts minimally on its
support, namely ΦpΛq.

It follows that every proper quotient of a minimal chain group is abelian.
4. Chain groups and subgroups of Homeo` pIq
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.4, which is fundamental for establishing
many of the remaining results claimed in the introduction.
4.1. Groups of homeomorphisms. For an interval J Ď R, recall that Homeo` pJq
may be regarded as a subgroup of Homeo` pRq, using the extension by the identity
outside J. We continue to use the notations a, b P Homeo` pRq from Section 2. Let
us note the following independent observation:
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Lemma 4.1. If G ď Homeo` p0, 1q is an n–generated group such that G{G1 – Zn
for some n ě 1, then G embeds into xG, ay1 ď Homeo` pRq.
Proof. Let us write
G “ xg1 , . . . , gn y,

G{G1 – ‘ni“1 Zgi ,

ḡi “ ai gi a´i P Homeo` pi, i ` 1q,

hi “ gi ḡ´1
P Homeo` pRq,
i

H “ xh1 , . . . , hn y ď xG, ay1 .
It is straightforward to see that φphi q “ gi defines an isomorphism H – G.



We define A as the set of g P Homeo` pRq such that
$
’
if x ď 0,
&“ x
gpxq P px, x ` 1q if 0 ă x ă 1,
’
%“ x ` 1
if x ě 1.
Note that b P A .
Lemma 4.2. For each g1 , . . . , gn P A , the group xg1 , . . . , gn , ay is abstractly isomorphic to an pn ` 1q–chain group.
Proof. Write B “ tg1 , . . . , gn u and define
f0 “ g´1
1 a,

fn “ an´1 gn a1´n ,

´i
i´1
fi “ pai g´1
gi a1´i q for 1 ď i ď n ´ 1,
i`1 a qpa

F “ t f0 , . . . , fn u, and G “ xF y “ xB, ay.
We make the following easy observations.
Claim. We have the following:
(1) supp f0 “ p´8, 1q, supp fn “ pn ´ 1, 8q.
(2) supp fi “ pi ´ 1, i ` 1q for 1 ď i ď n ´ 1.
(3) fi`1 fi piq “ i ` 1 for 1 ď i ď n ´ 1.
Now Lemma 3.1 and the claim above imply that F generates G as an pn ` 1q–
chain group.

Corollary 4.3. Thompson’s group F is isomorphic to an n–chain group for each
n ě 2.
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.2 for g1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ gn´1 “ b P A .



Lemma 4.4. If g P Homeo` p1{4, 1{2q ď Homeo` pRq, and if c P A satisfies
cp1{4, 1{2q “ p1{2, 1q, then cg P A .

Chain groups of homeomorphisms of the interval

Proof. If x R p1{4, 1{2q, then cgpxq “ cpxq. If x P p1{4, 1{2q, then
1
1
c´1 pxq ă c´1 p1{2q “ ă gpxq ă “ c´1 p1q ă c´1 px ` 1q.
4
2
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Theorem 4.5. Let G “ xh1 , h2 , . . . , hn y ď Homeo` pRq for some n ě 1.
(1) The group G embeds into an pn ` 2q–chain group L such that L1 is simple.
(2) If, moreover, supp h1 has finitely many components then G embeds into an
pn ` 1q–chain group L such that L1 is simple.
In both of the cases, if the additional hypothesis G{G1 – Zn holds, then we can
further require that G embeds into L1 .
Proof. (1) Write G “ xBy for some B “ th1 , . . . , hn u Ď Homeo` pRq. We may
suppose supp G Ď p1{4, 1{2q after a suitable conjugation. Lemma 4.4 implies that
bB Ď A . From Lemma 4.2, we see that L “ xB, b, ay “ xbB, b, ay is an pn ` 2q–
chain group. Moreover, L acts minimally since F “ xa, by does as well. Hence, L1
is simple by Theorem 3.7.
If G{G1 – Zn , then Lemma 4.1 gives us a desired embedding G ãÑ xG, ay1 ãÑ L1 .
(2) We assume B “ th1 , . . . , hn u Ď Homeo` p1{4, 1{2q, and define L “ xB, a, by.
We may further suppose that h1 P F “ xa, by, possibly after a conjugation. Then
L “ xBzth1 u, b, ay “ xbpBzth1 uq, b, ay
is an pn ` 1q–chain group. The rest of the proof is identical to the part (1).



Remark 4.6. In Theorem 4.5, we build a chain group G containing a two–chain
subgroup F which acts minimally. It is straightforward to see that this is indeed
enough to guarantee that the whole chain group G acts minimally. We revisit this
fact below in Section 6, specifically in Lemma 6.3.
Theorem 1.4 is implied by the part (1).
4.2. Isomorphisms between chain groups. In this subsection, we prove Proposition 1.5, which follows fairly easily from the ideas in Subsection 4.1.
Theorem 4.7. For m ě n ě 2, every n–chain group is isomorphic to an m–chain
group.
Proof. The case n “ 2 follows from Corollary 4.3. Assume n ě 3 and let t f1 , f2 , . . . , fn u
generate G as an n–chain group. We will show that G is isomorphic to an pn ` 1q–
chain group, which will establish the result by an easy induction. We consider the
rightmost three intervals in the chain and we write p “ fn´2 , q “ fn´1 , and r “ fn .
We assume each generator moves points to the right in its support.
We let M be a sufficiently large integer which will be determined later. Define
d “ q´M pq M ,

f “ pprq M qpprq´M ,

e “ f ´M q f M .
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Notice that d, e, f, r generate a 4–prechain group, as shown in Figure 3.
Lemma 3.1 implies that for M " 0, we have xe, f M y – xq, f M y – x f M , ry – F.
Moreover, we have
x fn´3 , dy – q M x fn´3 , dyq´M “ x fn´3 , py – F,
xd, ey – f M xd, ey f ´M “ xd, qy “ xp, qy – F,
xd, e, f M , ry “ xd, q, f M , ry “ xp, q, f M , ry “ xp, q, ry.
Finally, notice that the left endpoints of supp e and supp q coincide. Therefore, G is
an pn ` 1q–chain group generated by
f1 , . . . , fn´3 , d, e, f M , r.
supp d

supp f
supp e

supp fn´3



supp r

supp q
supp p

Figure 3. Converting an n–chain group to an pn ` 1q–chain group.
From the presentation given in Section 2.1, it is easy to check that the abelianization of the nth Higman–Thompson group Fn is exactly Zn . From Theorem 4.7, we
quickly obtain a proof of Proposition 1.6:
Proof of Proposition 1.6. Let n ě 2 and let 2 ď k ď n be an integer. By Theorem 4.7, there is an n–chain group Gk such that Gk is isomorphic to the kth Higman–
Thompson group Fk , so that H1 pGk , Zq – Zk .

4.3. Chain groups with non-simple commutator subgroups.
Proposition 4.8. For each n ě 3, there exists an n–chain group with a non-simple
commutator subgroup.
Proof. Let us describe an example of a 3–chain group with a non-simple commutator subgroup. We begin by finding a 3–chain group whose minimalization map
is not injective. We will find such an example by blowing-up (sometimes called
Denjoy-ing after [14]) an orbit. The case n ě 4 will then follow by Theorem 4.7.
By Lemma 4.2, the following generate F ď Homeo` pRq as a 3–chain group:
f2 “ aba´1 .
ř
Pick the orbit O “ Fp0q, and let t`y : y P Ou Ď Rą0 satisfy yPO `y “ 1. Denote
the closed interval r0, `y s by Iy .
f0 “ b´1 a,

f1 “ ab´1 a´1 b,

Chain groups of homeomorphisms of the interval
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We now replace each point y P O by the interval Iy . Formally, we let
˜
¸
ž ž
Iy
R„ “ pRzOq
yPO

Define q : R„ Ñ R by qpxq “ x for x P RzO and qpIy q “ tyu, and topologize R„
by the devil’s staircase map q. Note R « R„ . We have a natural map
Φ : Homeo`
pR„ q Ñ Homeo`
pRq
O
RzO
from the set of RzO–preserving homeomorphisms of R„ to the set of O–preserving
homeomorphisms of R. The map Φ is determined by the condition
q ˝ f “ Φp f q ˝ q

for f P Homeo`
pR„ q.
RzO

For each y, z P O, we will fix a homeomorphism hyz : Iy Ñ Iz which is equivariant
in the following sense (for example, we can choose hyz to be linear):
hyy “ Id

and hyz ˝ hyx “ hzx

for

x, y, z P O.

Then for f P Homeo`
pRq, the equation
O
φp f q “

ź

hyf pyq

yPO

defines a section φ of Φ.
Write gi “ φp fi q for i “ 0, 2. We now pick an arbitrary homeomorphism h such
that supp h “ I1 , and let g1 “ h ˝ φp f1 q. Note that rh, g0 s “ rh, g2 s “ 1.
Claim 1. The group G “ xg0 , g1 , g2 y is a three–chain group.
We note G is a prechain group as illustrated in Figure 4. The claim follows from
the dynamical condition of Lemma 3.1.
¨¨¨

I0

I1

¨¨¨

supp h
supp g0

¨¨¨

I2

š
¨¨¨

y Iy

RzO
supp g2

supp g1

Figure 4. Blowing-up an orbit O. Note that RzO is totally disconnected.
Claim 2. We have 1 ‰ h P ker Φ X G.
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The part 1 ‰ h P ker Φ follows from the definition. To show h P G, we note
g1 g0 g2 g1 pg2 g1 g0 q´1 “ h2 φpp f1 f0 qp f2 f1 qp f2 f1 f0 q´1 qh´1 “ h2 φpab´1 ¨ ba´1 qh´1 “ h.
So, Φ is not injective on G.
Claim 3. We have 1 ‰ ker Φ X G1 .
Since 1 ‰ h P ker Φ, we have that all conjugates of h by elements of G also lie
in ker Φ and are nontrivial. Choose an element g P G such that gpI1 q “ I0 . Then
supp gh´1 g´1 “ I0 , and the element hgh´1 g´1 is nontrivial and lies in G1 .

It is straightforward to blow-up an orbit of a minimal chain group to obtain a
non-minimal chain group which is algebraically isomorphic to the original one. The
proof of Proposition 4.8 shows how to alter the isomorphism type by a blow-up.
5. Uncountability results
5.1. Uncountable families of isomorphism types. We first establish the existence
of uncountably many isomorphism types of subgroups of Homeo` pRq.
Lemma 5.1. There exists a two–generated left orderable group Γ and a collection
of normal subgroups tNi uiPI of Γ with the following properties:
(1) The collection tNi uiPI is uncountable;
(2) For each i, the group Ni ă Γ is central;
(3) For each i P I, the quotient Γi “ Γ{Ni is left orderable.
The group Γ and its subgroups as in Lemma 5.1 appear in III.C.40 of de la Harpe’s
book [13]. Here, we merely observe that Γ and the quotients Γi are all left orderable.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. To establish the first two claims, we reproduce the argument
given by de la Harpe nearly verbatim. Let S “ tsi uiPZ , and let
R “ trrsi , s j s, sk s “ 1ui, j,kPZ Y trsi , s j s “ rsi`k , s j`k sui, j,kPZ .
Define Γ0 “ xS | Ry and let Γ “ Γ0 ¸ Z, where the conjugation action of Z “ xty
is given by t´1 si t “ si`1 . For each i, we set ui “ rs0 , si s. Note the following easy
observations:
(i) The group rΓ0 , Γ0 s is central in Γ, is generated by tui uiPZ , and is isomorphic to
an infinite direct sum of copies of Z;
(ii) The group Γ is generated by s0 and t;
(iii) The quotient group Γ{rΓ0 , Γ0 s is isomorphic to the lamplighter group Z o Z.
For each subset X Ă Zzt0u, we can consider the group NX “ xui | i P Xy.
Evidently these groups are distinct for distinct subsets of Zzt0u, and they are all
central (and hence normal) because rΓ0 , Γ0 s is central in Γ. We thus establish the
first two claims of the lemma.
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For the third claim, note that the lamplighter group Z o Z is left orderable since
it lies as a subgroup of F (see Lemma 2.1). For each X Ă Zzt0u, the groups
rΓ0 , Γ0 s{NX are all free abelian and therefore left orderable. By Lemma 2.8, it follows that the group Γ{NX is left orderable.

Lemma 5.2. There exist uncountably many isomorphism types of two–generated
subgroups of Homeo` pRq.
Proof. By Lemma 2.7, it suffices to prove that there are uncountably many isomorphism types of two–generated left orderable groups. To this end, suppose there exist only countably many isomorphism types of two–generated left orderable groups.
Then the class of groups N “ tΓ{NX uXĎZ furnished by Lemma 5.1 consists of only
countably many isomorphism types. It follows that there is an element N P N and
uncountably many surjective homomorphisms Γ Ñ N. Since N and Γ are both
finitely generated, this is a contradiction.

Note that the case n ě 4 of Theorem 1.7 follows from Lemma 5.2.
5.2. Uncountably many isomorphism types of 3–chain groups. We now prove
Theorem 1.7 in the case n “ 3. We retain notation from Subsection 5.1 and write
N “ tΓ{NX uXĂZ . As before, each N P N is generated by two elements, sp“ s0 q
and t.
Lemma 5.3. Let N P N be generated by elements s, t P N. There exists a faithful
action of N on R such that the element t P N acts without fixed points.
We thank the referee for sketching the following conceptual proof of the lemma,
which is much easier to understand than the original provided by the authors. Before giving the proof, we recall two notions from orderability of groups: let ă be a
left–invariant order on a group G. We say that an element t P G is cofinal if for all
g P G there is an n P Z such that t´n ă g ă tn . A subgroup H ă G is called convex
if whenever a ă b ă c for a, c P H and b P G, then b P H.
There is a dictionary between order–theoretic notions and dynamical notions,
which was developed by Navas in [32]. According to that dictionary, it suffices to
find a left ordering on N P N such that the element t is cofinal with respect to that
ordering.
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Consider the natural surjection N Ñ Z o Z. Recall that then
Z o Z is a semidirect product of a copy xty – Z with a copy of ‘8
i“1 Z, where one of
these copies of Z is generated by an element s. We have the following short exact
sequence decomposition
1 Ñ ‘8
i“1 Z Ñ Z o Z Ñ Z Ñ 1.
Arbitrary orderings on the rightmost copy of Z and on ‘8
i“1 Z combine to give a
unique ordering on Z o Z as in Lemma 2.8. It is straightforward to check that with
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respect to such an ordering on Z o Z, the subgroup ‘8
i“1 Z will be convex, and the
generator t of the rightmost Z will cofinal.
Now, the kernel of the surjection N Ñ Z o Z is the group K “ rΓ0 , Γ0 s{NX , which
being a direct sum of copies of Z, if left orderable. Therefore, we may choose an
arbitrary ordering on K and build an ordering on N from the short exact sequence
1 Ñ K Ñ N Ñ Z o Z Ñ 1.
Again, it is straightforward to check that K will become a convex subgroup in this
ordering on N, and any cofinal element of the ordering on Z o Z will remain cofinal
in the ordering on N.

Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 5.3 trivially imply the following:
Lemma 5.4. Each N P N embeds into the commutator subgroup of a minimal
3-chain group.
For a more detailed discussion concerning why the resulting chain group is minimal, we refer the reader to Remark 4.6 above and to Section 6 below.
Proof of Theorem 1.7, in the case n ě 3. Note that the commutator groups arising
from the conclusion of Lemma 5.4 are simple by Theorem 3.7. Let C be the class of
the isomorphism types of n–chain groups that have simple commutator subgroups,
and C0 Ď C be the subclass consisting of finitely presentable ones. Then C is
uncountable from Lemma 5.4 and from that each countable group admits countably
many isomorphism types of finitely generated subgroups. Since C0 is obviously
countable, we have that C zC0 is uncountable.

Proof of Corollary 1.8. The commutator subgroup of each group in C has at most
countably many finitely generated subgroups. Since each N P N embeds into
some group C , we have the desired conclusion.

5.3. Smoothability of chain groups. We conclude this section with a remark on
the diversity of non-C 2 –smoothable and non-C 1 –smoothable chain groups. Recall
the definition of the integral Heisenberg group: H “ xx, y, z | rx, ysz´1 “ rx, zs “
ry, zs “ 1y.
Proposition 5.5. There exist uncountably many distinct isomorphism types of 3–
chain groups which admit no faithful C 2 actions on r0, 1s.
Proof. Let X Ă Zzt0u be proper, and let G “ Γ{NX P N . Fix i P ZzpX Y t0uq.
Then we have a map j : H Ñ G defined by px, y, zq ÞÑ ps0 , si , rs0 , si sq. Since the
abelianization of Γ0 is torsion–free and freely generated by the generators tsi | i P
Zu, we have that ker j ď H 1 “ ZpHq “ xzy. If j is not injective then the image of z
in Γ0 is either trivial or has finite order. However, ui has infinite order in Γ0 {NX , so
that j must be injective.
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The Plante–Thurston Theorem [35] states that every nilpotent subgroup of Diff 2 pIq
is abelian. Since H is nonabelian nilpotent and embeds into G, we see G does not
admit a faithful C 2 –action on r0, 1s. The proposition follows from Lemma 5.4. 
We now give a proof of Corollary 1.9. Recall that in [29], the third author and
Moore studied a certain group of PL homeomorphisms of the interval, now known
as the Lodha–Moore group. We shall require two facts about this group: the first
is that it is 3–generated and its abelianization is isomorphic to Z3 , as follows easily
from the presentation given in [29]. The second fact is the following result of the
third author with Bonatti and Triestino, which appears as [6, Theorem 3.2]:
Theorem 5.6. The Lodha–Moore group G admits no nonabelian C 1 action on the
interval.
Proof of Corollary 1.9. Let N P N and let G be the Lodha–Moore group. Then
N ˆ G is a 5–generated subgroup of Homeo` pIq which admits no faithful C 1 action
on I, by Theorem 5.6, and whose abelianization is isomorphic to Z5 . By Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 5.3, we have that N ˆ G embeds into the commutator subgroup
of a 6–chain group, and moreover we may assume that this commutator subgroup
is simple. Since every group of the form N ˆ G is 5–generated and since these
groups fall into uncountably many isomorphism types as N varies in N , we obtain
the desired conclusion of the corollary.

6. Local density of actions and the uniqueness of chain group actions
In this section, we establish Theorem 1.11.
6.1. Minimality, local density, and Rubin’s Theorem. Let G be a group acting
on a topological space X. We say that the action of G on X is minimal if every
G–orbit is dense in X. If U Ă X is open, we write GU “ tg P G | supp g Ă Uu,
a subgroup of G called the rigid stabilizer of U. A subset A Ă X is called non–
nowhere dense if the closure of A in X has nonempty interior.
The action of G on X is locally dense if for each x P X and any neighborhood U
of x, the orbit GU .x is non–nowhere dense.
Lemma 6.1. Let X be a connected topological space and let G ă HomeopXq. Then
G is minimal if and only if each orbit of G is non–nowhere dense.
Proof. If G is minimal then the closure of each orbit is equal to X and is hence
non–nowhere dense.
Suppose conversely that each orbit of G is non–nowhere dense. For each x, let
Y x “ G.x,

U x “ intpY x q.

Notice that Y x and U x are nonempty and G–invariant. Since G.x is dense in Y x , we
have U x X G.x ‰ ∅. So, U x is an open neighborhood of x.
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Now let x P X and t P Y x be arbitrary. Then we have
t P Ut Ď Yt “ G.t Ď Y x .
This implies that t P intpY x q. Since Y x is closed and open, we see X “ Y x . The
lemma follows.

Rubin’s Theorem provides the connection between locally dense actions of groups
and topological conjugacy:
Theorem 6.2 (Rubin’s Theorem, cf. [7, 37]). Let G ă HomeopXq and H ă HomeopYq
be groups of homeomorphisms of locally compact Hausdorff topological spaces X
and Y respectively, and assume that neither X nor Y has isolated points. Suppose
furthermore that G is isomorphic to H and that the actions of G and H are locally dense. Then an isomorphism φ : G Ñ H induces a unique homeomorphism
h : X Ñ Y such that φpgq “ h ˝ g ˝ h´1 .
6.2. Minimal chain group actions. We now specialize to the case of a chain group
G ă Homeo` pIq, with the assumption that supp G “ p0, 1q Ă r0, 1s “ I. Throughout this section, we say that G acts minimally on I if it acts minimally on p0, 1q.
Lemma 6.3. For a chain group G acting on I, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The action of G is minimal;
(2) The diagonal action of G on the set
X “ tpx, yq P p0, 1q ˆ p0, 1q | x ă yu
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

is minimal;
Each orbit of G is non–nowhere dense;
The action of G is locally dense;
For each connected open set U Ă I, the group GU acts minimally on U;
For each open set U Ă I, we have supp GU “ U.

Proof. Lemma 6.1 implies the equivalence of (1) and (3), as well as of (4) and (5).
We have that (2) implies (1) trivially.
(1) implies (2). Assume that G acts minimally on p0, 1q and let px1 , y1 q and
px2 , y2 q be given. First, we may apply an element of G to px1 , y1 q to get a pair px, yq
such that |x ´ x2 | is as small as we wish. There are two cases to consider now:
x ă y2 ă y and x ă y ă y2 .
We treat the case x ă y2 ă y first. Let fk be the generator of the chain group
G such that sup supp fk “ 1. We then have supp fk “ pa, 1q. By the minimality
of the action of G on I, we may replace fk by a suitable conjugate gk such that
supp gk “ pb, 1q for some x ă b ă y2 ă y, with |b ´ y2 | as small as we wish. Then,
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replacing gk by its inverse if necessary, we have that gk fixes x and, gnk pyq Ñ b as
n Ñ 8. It follows in this case that px2 , y2 q is in the G–orbit closure of px1 , y1 q.
To treat the case x ă y ă y2 , we retain the setup of the previous case, and note
that g´n
k pyq Ñ 1 as n Ñ 8. Thus, we may apply a sufficiently negative power of gk
to y so that
´n
g´n
k pxq “ x ă y ă y2 ă gk pyq.
We have thus reduced the situation to the first case we have already treated, whence
(1) implies (2).
(2) implies (4). Suppose (2) holds, and let U Ă I be an open set. Since G
is a chain group, it is straightforward to find an element g P G whose support is
compactly contained in p0, 1q, i.e. supp g Ă K Ă p0, 1q for some compact subset
K. If x P U, then (2) implies that some suitable conjugate gU of g satisfies x P
supp gU Ă U. In particular, GU is nontrivial.
We claim that the GU –orbit of x is dense in U0 , the connected component of U
containing x. If y P U0 , then (2) again implies that for all  ą 0 there is a conjugate
gy, of gU such that x P supp gy, Ă U and such that dpy, B supp gy, q ă . Since
under the action of gy, the orbit of x accumulates on both points in B supp gy, , we
have that y lies in the GU –orbit closure of x. It follows that the action of G is locally
dense, so that (2) implies (4).
(5) implies (6). Suppose that GU0 acts minimally on U0 for each connected subset
U0 Ă p0, 1q, and let U Ă p0, 1q be open. Then for each x P U there is an element
g x P GU such that g x pxq ‰ x. It follows that supp GU “ U, so that (5) implies (6).
(6) implies (1). Let 0 ă x ă y ă 1. From supp Gp0,yq “ p0, yq we have
y “ suptg.x | g P Gp0,yq u.
It follows that y is in the closure of G.x. This implies the minimality of G.



We now give a proof of Theorem 1.11, as claimed in the introduction.
Proof of Theorem 1.11. Let G, H ă Homeo` pIq be chain groups acting minimally
on p0, 1q. Then Lemma 6.3 implies that the action of G is locally dense. Rubin’s Theorem (Theorem 6.2) implies that every isomorphism between G and H
is induced by a homeomorphism of I intertwining the actions of G and H, i.e. a
topological conjugacy.

Proposition 4.8 furnishes chain groups whose actions on I have wandering intervals, whereby Theorem 1.11 does not apply. Collapsing the wandering intervals for
such a chain group G (i.e. minimalization of the action) furnishes a semi–conjugacy
between the action of G and another chain group H, whose natural action on I is
minimal. The content of Proposition 4.8 is that this semi–conjugacy may not induce
an isomorphism of groups. Since 2–chain groups are always isomorphic to F, such
semi–conjugacies always induce isomorphisms of groups for 2–chain groups.
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